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First of all, as the keynote speaker for this international symposium on Molla Fanârî, I would like to start by speaking about why holding a conference now on Mullâ Shams al-din Muhammad ibn Hamzah al-Fanârî (b. 751/1350-d. 834/1431) in Bursa is significant. Let us begin by looking at how Stanford Shaw, the leading Ottoman historian among 20th century scholars in the West, regarded Molla Fanârî. According to Shaw, Molla Fanârî made an essential contribution to the formation of the overall intellectual framework of Ottoman scholars by helping to set the concept of wahdat ul-wujûd (unity of existence) into the very foundation of the Ottoman State. As Shaw stated, “The transition between the older Arab traditions and those developed under the Ottomans was provided by Davud-i Kayserî (d. 1350) and Molla Fanârî (1350-1431). They introduced the major Arabic works into Turkish while making Muhyiddîn ibn Arabî’s ideas on the unity of existence into their work.


2 I am grateful to Uludag University and the organizers of this symposium for having invited me to Bursa in order speak about Molla Fanârî. In addition, I owe a debt of gratitude to three scholars, in particular: to Professor Mustafa Kara for his friendship and his tireless efforts to bring to light the wisdom and lives of the scholars and saints of Bursa; to Prof. Mustafa Aşkar, whose previous work on Molla Fanârî has helped to guide me; and to the esteemed Iranian scholar, Muḥammad-e Khvâjâvi, without whose work on the Miṣbâh al-Uns, my work would have been impossible.
the bases of the philosophical and religious systems then being created among the ulema being trained to staff the Learned Institution [İlmiye] of the nascent Ottoman state.”

Hence one of the reasons for the significance of holding a conference on Molla Fanārī is that, even aside from the fact that he was the first Ottoman Shaykh ul-Islam, Molla Fanārī is significant because of central ideas that he contributed to Ottoman intellectual life in general.

In addition to the importance of the impact of Molla Fanārī’s ideas on Ottoman intellectual life, a second reason why this symposium on Molla Fanārī (and every conference on Ottoman intellectuals that can be held) is significant is that it makes a contribution toward moving cultures beyond the potentially harmful division between the secular and religious. Of course, it can be argued that a division between secular life and religious life (and even a dominance of the secular over the religious) has at times been important in human history for the sake of liberating creative and progressive thought from some religious constraints (such as occurred with the “Enlightenment” in Europe).

Nevertheless, I would argue that suffering, oppression, injustice, violence, and hatred are now extremely widespread among the peoples of the world, whether they have secular humanist or religious orientations. Now, at the beginning of the 21st century CE, rather than arguing for the triumph of one over the other, what is needed is to empower the peoples of the world with resources for dealing with these problems (such as injustice, suffering, and violence), resources that can be found in both secular intellectual traditions and religious intellectual traditions such as those of the Ottomans. A specific resource that was present in Ottoman times and in the work of Molla Fanārī (a resource that can be useful in empowering people to face and transform the suffering that we see in the news every day) is the concept of the Perfect Man (al-īnšān al-kāmil), which I will discuss in the paper.

A third reason for the significance of Molla Fanārī and this symposium is that it can contribute to correcting the mistaken assumption that it is not possible to lead a life of service to society and government, while at the same time being religiously devout. Especially in these days when politicians, judges,
and leading figures in governments are plagued with scandals due to reprehensible behaviour and corruption, we are in need of examples of people such as Molla Fanārī. He was someone who lived a life that was certainly exemplary in his own time, 600 years ago; but also his life can in certain ways serve as a model of what all religious people should aspire to, even today. Specifically, he lived as a man who was, on the one hand, actively serving and advancing his government and society by his work as a judge and shaykh ul-islam. On the other hand, he was also striving to advance human understanding through his writing for God’s sake (fī sabīl Allāh), while he was pursuing his own religious devotions. For example, even though Molla Fanārī held a prominent position in society, Lami‘i Çelebi (in his biographies of saints of Anatolia contained in his Ottoman supplement to Jāmī’s Persian text, Nafahât al-Unts) informs us that Molla Fanārī was also a devotee of Somuncu Baba, who, as a baker, was from a far lower social class than Molla Fanārī. Lami‘i states that Molla Fanārī “was a devotee (murid) of his [Somuncu Baba’s] and that he [Molla Fanārī] would always acknowledge and confirm his [Somuncu Baba’s] excellence (fazilet), his pre-eminence (üstünlük), and his worth.” In sum, like the Prophet Muhammad (ṣallallahu ‘alayhi wa-sallam) – who lived an active life in the world while at the same time serving God– Molla Fanārī was, as is commonly said in Central Asia, “dast be-kār, del bā yār” (lit. “hand at work, heart with the Friend”); namely, he was someone who was, “involved in some form of work in the world, while at the same time his heart is with God, his Beloved Friend”).

In spite of the significance of Molla Fanārī and of his renown in Turkey and Iran, until now he has largely been ignored by Western scholars. So in bringing together scholars from Turkey and other countries to discuss our research in this international symposium, I am hopeful that Molla Fanārī will finally receive the worldwide attention that he deserves as a veritable “man of all seasons” a “bahr ul-‘ulūm” (ocean of the Islamic sciences), whose writings encompassed and made advances in many fields of knowledge, such as Qur’anic commentary (tafsīr), fiqh, logic, grammar, theology, and Sufism.

Aside from the West’s preoccupation with political, social, and economic history of Islam rather than intellectual history and aside from a mistaken assumption in some circles that Ottoman intellectual life played an important role in the decline and backwardness of Ottoman civilization, probably the main reason why Molla Fanārī’s thought has been largely neglected in the West is that his preferred genre of writing was the commentary (ṣarḥ, ta’līqāt, ḥāshiya) on works of others. Judging from the list of his works supplied by Prof. Mustafa Aşkar, out of the twenty complete works that are definitely by him, roughly 75% are commentaries.\(^6\) On the one hand, it might seem that the simple fact that most of his works are commentaries on the works of other scholars should not be sufficient to cause a lack of interest in his works in the West. After all, he was not merely imitating other scholars, he was commenting on, explaining, and developing their works. Nevertheless, the reason why the fact that most of his works were commentaries would cause modern Western scholars to ignore him is that Western historians have often considered such commentaries written by Muslim scholars to be “unoriginal and pedantic” (as Randall Collins, the current President-elect of the American Sociological Association asserts).\(^7\) In contrast to this consensus, Marshall Hodgson, a leading 20\(^{th}\) century historian of Islam, argued that in spite of the fact that the overriding characteristic of Muslim intellectuals of the medieval period was one of conservatism and elaboration rather than innovation, many Muslim scholars, while using the traditional unpretentious genre of commentary, were in fact writing “quite original treatises”, especially in the fields of Islamic philosophy (falsafa) and Sufism, where an axiomatic belief was that truths, through the process of kāshf (unveiling), “could be discovered anew in every generation” as Hodgson himself stated.\(^8\) So, in addition to difficulty of the often highly technical and specialized nature of the genre of commentary and supercommentary (like the difficulty that a text on quantum mechanics would present to most readers today), the point, which Professor Collins does concede, is that Western scholars may simply have confused the package with

---

\(^6\) Aşkar, M., 90-98.


the contents and allowed their stereotypical prejudice against the genre of commentary to blind them to whatever brilliance might be laying within. The lesson that scholars should glean from this mistaken state of affairs, I would argue, has traditionally been illustrated by the idiomatic expression in English “Don’t judge a book by its cover.” Or, we could also say in this instance, “Don’t judge a text by its genre.” And consequently, it is incumbent upon future generations of scholars, especially in the West, to delve much more deeply in the genre of commentary.

We see this point confirmed by evidence from Iran concerning Molla Fanārī’s Miṣbaḥ al-Uns, which is his commentary on Ṣadr al-Dīn al-Qūnawi’s Miḥṭāḥ al-Ghayb. In Iran scholars first actually go to the trouble of gaining the prerequisite knowledge in Arabic, theology (kalām), and ʿirfān (gnostic theosophy) that is necessary for understanding what Molla Fanārī (and Qūnawi) was saying; and then, second, they thoroughly study the work. Consequently, among Iranian scholars, although it was considered a text of great difficulty, Ayatullah Murtaza Mutahhari informed us that Molla Fanārī’s Miṣbaḥ al-Uns was highly regarded by scholars of Shi’ite gnostics (ʿirfān). Hence, as Seyyed Hosein Nasr states, it was considered to be one of the “premier texts for the teaching of theoretical gnosticism especially in Turkey and Persia.” Furthermore, Chittick noted that, together with Qūnawi’s Miḥṭāḥ al-Ghayb, it became part of the advanced madrasa curriculum for the study of ʿirfān. In addition, both Hamid Algar and Alexander Knysh have called the West’s attention to the well-known fact of Ayatollah Khomeini’s studies in, appreciation of, and commentaries on the Miṣbaḥ al-Uns.

---

11 Chittick states, “In the madrasahs of Iran, the Miḥṭāḥ has been considered the most advanced work on metaphysics and along with its commentary by Fanārī [i.e., Miṣbaḥ al-Uns] was taught after the Fusūs”; Chittick, William, “The Last Will and Testament of Ibn ‘Arabi’s Foremost Disciple, Ṣadr al-Dīn Qūnawi: Notes on Ṣadr al-Dīn Qūnawi”, *Sophia Perennis*, IV/1 (1978), 43-58.
http://www.ibnarabisociety.org/articles/sadraldinwill.html
Unfortunately the *Miṣbāḥ al-Uns* has been neglected in studies in English. Nicholas Heer and William Chittick have been exceptions to this rule; although even in each of their cases, their interest in Molla Fanārī has been secondary to other concerns of theirs. In Heer’s case, in his translation of Jāmī’s *al-Durra al-Fākhira*, he discussed Molla Fanārī because Jāmī, in a few places in *al-Durra al-Fākhira*, quoted substantial passages verbatim from (and with attribution to) Molla Fanārī in his *Miṣbāḥ*. Similarly, Chittick, who was working for a number of years on Šadr al-Dīn Qūnawī, in at least one article discussed Molla Fanārī’s *Miṣbāḥ al-Uns* in relation to Qūnawī, although such discussion played a very minor role in Chittick’s work.

At this point I would like to turn to Molla Fanārī’s Arabic work, *Miṣbāḥ al-Uns* and its structure. For a number of years the only text of Molla Fanārī’s *Miṣbāḥ al-Uns* with which scholars worked was a lithograph that included Qūnawī’s *Miṣfāḥ al-Ghayb* in the margins and which was published in Tehran 1323/1905-6. A copy of this has been scanned and is downloadable on the internet, but sadly the resolution is not very high; and so the quality not particularly good, making it is often difficult to read. The text that I have been using, however, is Muḥammad Khvājavī’s modern edition, in which both works are included. In addition to Khvājavī’s Arabic edition, we are fortunate now to also have his Persian translation of the *Miṣbāḥ al-Uns*, which has a numbering scheme for the sections that correspond to the sections in Khvājavī’s Arabic edition. This makes it easy for the reader to compare Khvājavī’s translation with his edition of Molla Fanarī’s Arabic original.

Concerning the structure of Khvājavī’s edition, Qūnawī’s *Miṣfāḥ al-Ghayb* is placed at the beginning of the book and occupies 144 pages; after it ends, the 722 pages of the Molla Fanarī’s *Miṣbāḥ al-Uns* begin (its pagination...
starting anew). This is to say that Molla Fanārī’s Miṣbaḥ al-UNS is approximately five times the size of Qūnavī’s Miṣṭāḥ al-Ghayb, although in Khvājavi’s edition, he adds (in footnotes) six commentaries: that of Mīrzā Ḥāshim al-Rashū (abbreviated by shīn), Mīr Sayyid al-Qummī (qāf), Ayatollah Khomeini (khāʾ), occasionally comments from Āqā Muḥammad Riḍ̄a Qumshī’ī (indicated by full name), Ḥasan Ḥasanzādeh Āmulī (ā), and an anonymous commentary, titled Faṭḥ al-Miṣṭāḥ.

The structure of the Miṣbaḥ al-UNS, itself, is generally that there will be some words, phrases, or sentences from Qūnavī’s Miṣṭ āḥ al-Ghayb, which are set in bold typeface; and these are followed by Molla Fanārī’s commentary in ordinary typeface. Prior to typeface, however, in handwritten manuscripts in the genre of commentary, the embedded text that was being commented upon would generally be set off distinctly by being written either in very bold letters or in some cases in red ink. Even though Molla Fanārī may not comment on certain passages and in many cases may make only brief comments, at certain points Molla Fanārī engages in a lengthy discourse for many pages. This is why in the Miṣbaḥ al-UNS, if we subtract Qūnavī’s words, we are left with roughly 600 pages of Molla Fanārī’s own words. The problem is that in the two printings of Khājavi’s edition that I have, which are the first (1995) and the third (2009), often the bold typeface is not very bold, making it very difficult (especially for someone like myself, whose eyesight grows weaker each year) to distinguish Qūnavī’s words from Molla Fanārī’s. Since it seems that the book will continued to be used in the advanced madrasa curriculum in Iran, we can therefore expect there to be future printings; hence I would recommend that the publishers should be notified of this problem so that it can be corrected. Until that happens, however, by carefully comparing the Qūnawī’s Miṣṭāḥ al-Ghayb in the beginning of the volume with Fanārī’s Miṣbaḥ al-UNS one can discern Molla Fanārī’s words from Qūnavī’s.

One of the virtues of the Miṣbaḥ al-UNS is that in addition to being Molla Fanārī’s view of Qūnawī’s ideas, it is also a composite perspective of the school of Ibn ‘Arabī. Molla Fanārī achieves this because he coherently integrates into the Miṣbaḥ al-UNS a number of other sources: quotations from Ibn ‘Arabī, to whom he refers as al-shaykh al-kabīr (the Great master) —although today Ibn ‘Arabī is commonly referred to as al-shaykh al-akbar; quotations from
other works of Qūnawī’s (besides Miftāḥ al-Ghayb), referring to Qūnawī as “al-shaykh quddisa sirruhu” (the master, may his mystery be sanctified) or simply “quddisa sirruhu”, and also he includes quotations from two other important figures in the school of Ibn ‘Arabī, Qūnawī’s students Mu’ayyid al-Dīn al-Jandī (d. 700/1300) and Sa’īd al-Dīn al-Farghānī (d. 695/1296).

In further discussing the commentarial structure of the Miṣbāḥ al-Uns, I will briefly address three issues of literary-structural importance concerning Molla Fanārī’s comments: their frequency, length, and content. First, regarding frequency, unlike many works in the commentarial genre, where often long passages of a text might lack commentary, Molla Fanārī generally gives his comments after only a few words of Qūnawī’s, frequently interspersing his words and Qūnawī’s; although occasionally he might let as much as a half of a page pass by without saying anything. This gives the reader the sense that Molla Fanārī was very much engaged in Qūnawī’s text, like someone deeply involved in a conversation. Second, concerning the issue of length, Molla Fanārī’s own comments vary in length from sometimes just one word to comments that are a few pages in length. In the case of such lengthy comments, they are instances in which Qūnawī has clearly planted a seed of an idea in the fertile soil of Molla Fanārī’s mind, where it sprouts and flourishes as he expounds upon it. And third, regarding the content of his comments, unlike Rashtī’s comments (which are cited in the footnotes by Khvājavī and which often focus on clarifying syntax, such as ambiguous pronoun referents), in most of Fanārī’s comments he further articulates Qūnawī’s theological concepts along the lines of the school of Ibn ‘Arabī.

So, now having discussed his commentarial approach, I would like to turn to Molla Fanārī’s concept of the perfect man (al-insān al-kāmil). According to William Chittick—who is one of the foremost scholars of Qūnawī, Ibn ‘Arabī, and his school—“all of Qūnawī’s teachings revolve around the concept of the Perfect Man.”

---

17 Other works of Qūnawī’s that Fanārī frequently quotes are the Fukūk, al-Nafṣāt al-Iḥāya, and the I’jāz al-Bayān (i.e., Qūnawī’s taṣfīr of the Fāṭihā).

18 Molla Fanārī, ibid., 617.

Nevertheless, I would like to point out that we should not assume that simply because the concept of the “Perfect Man” is so central to Qūnawī that the same will necessarily be true for Molla Fanārī; also we should not assume that Molla Fanārī does not make any substantial contributions to advancing our understanding of the “Perfect Man.”

Fortunately, a summary of Molla Fanārī’s concept of the Perfect Man has already been provided by Dr. Mustafa Aşkar in his book Molla Fenârî ve Vahdet-i Vücûd Anlayışı. Hence, I will begin with that, abbreviating it slightly for the sake of time:

According to Molla Fanārī’s concept, the universe is ‘The Great book.’ Molla Fanārī … presents man as the most important example of this ‘Great book.’ In another statement, man is a copy of the whole universe. Hence, man, who is considered to be ‘a little universe’ (i.e., microcosm), comprises the final point in the cycle of existence. Molla Fanārī, like other Sufis, by appraising man in this manner, has emphasized the concept of the perfect man.20

Let us now turn to a few of Molla Fanārī’s brief comments, in order to accomplish two purposes: one is to illustrate his style when he writes relatively brief comments (not extended discourse on a topic) and the second is to provide a point of departure for discussing his concept of the Perfect Man (al-insân al-kâmil).

Qūnawī in his Miftâh al-Ghayb, in the last quarter of the book, in a chapter dealing with special qualities of the Perfect Man, notes, in particular, that the Perfect Man will know the answers to sixteen key questions, the answers to which had been revealed to him. Qūnawī states that:

This is a mystery (sîr) that was opened for me in the Noble Turkmen (fî janâb al-turkumân) in either 630 or 631 AH; from it I came to know on that day, by way of direct spiritual experience (zevk/ebbâv), its universalities and collectivities, with a small amount of detail; and my

---

20 “Molla Fenârî’nin anlayışına göre kâinat ‘Büyük kitap’ olmaktadır. … Molla Fenârî … bu büyük kitabın en önemli örneği olarak insanı göstermektedir. Diğer bir ifadeyle insan tüm kâinattın bir nûshası olmuş oluyor. Bu suretle bir küçük kânat (microcosm) sayılan insan, varlık dairesinde son noktayı teşkil etmektedir. İnsan’ı bu şekilde değerlendiriren Molla Fenârî diğer sufilerde de olduğu gibi bir insan-ı kâmil anlayışı ortaya koymuş oluyor.”; Aşkar, M., ibid., 177.
conveying (irād) of it now is by means of an expression of my present state (iḥārat waqtī).21

At this point Qūnawi lists the questions, after which he proceeds to expound upon each one at length. Similarly, Molla Fanārī discusses the questions, expanding upon them briefly at first. Later, however, he expands in great detail upon each one of the questions, just as Qūnawi does. What I will now discuss will be the first few questions, after which I will situate in a modern Western intellectual framework some of the concepts that are both explicit and implicit in Molla Fanārī’s comments.

Molla Fanārī makes it clear that, like Qūnawi, the perfect man will know through direct knowledge (ma’rifā) the answers to these questions. What follows are the questions with Molla Fanārī’s brief commentary before he expands in detail upon them (the words in boldface type are Qūnawi’s):

1. He knows (ya’rif) the reality of his self in order to know his Lord-Sustainer (rabb). So he knows [the answer to this and the following questions:] What is the reality of man, which is the absolute unmanifest [reality] of His true form –I mean the process of how it becomes an entity in God’s knowledge (‘ilm)?

2. And from what has he become existent? Namely, from which one of the planes of being and Lordly (rabbānî) theophany has he become an entity and has become manifest?

3. And in what has he become existent? Namely, in which one of the degrees that gather together and are related to God (al-jāmi’a al-ilāhiya) [on the one hand] and that are particular to him and related to being engendered (al-khāṣṣa bi-hi wa-al-kawnīya) [on the other] –which are the loci related to the suprasensory domain (al-ma’nawīya) – has what has been “brought together” become existent?

21 Qūnawi, ibid., 102; Molla Fanārī, ibid., (section 5:64-65), 616-17; Molla Fanārī, Tarjumah-yi Miṣbāḥ al-Uns, ibid., (section 5:64-65), 674-75. Unfortunately, Molla Fanārī did not clarify Qūnawi’s intriguing expression “in the Noble Turkmen” (fī janāb al-turkumān), and neither did Khvājavī in his translation. It is possible that fī janāb here could have been a copyist’s error for fī jānīb, meaning “with regard to”. According to Khvājavī, Qūnawi in his al-Nafaḥāt al-llāhiya provides the date of this “opening” as being 631 AH. Hence the Nafaḥāt may clarify this (Khvājavī, [trans.], Tarjumah-yi Miṣbāḥ al-Uns, ibid., 674). For an online ms. of the Nafaḥāt, see <http://www.4shared.com/file/82895911/a2d0a29f/___online.html?r=1>.
4. And **how has he become existent?** This implies two meanings: the question about the process of how his existence (wujūd) occurred, from the perspective that he issues from the Real, while the Real is what brings him into existence; and [the question] about the process of how his existence occurred, from the perspective that he is brought into existence by that process?

5. **And who brought him into existence and created him?**

6. **And why has he become existent,** namely what benefit and wisdom occur due to his existence (wujūd)?

From these questions and Molla Fanārī’s brief initial commentary on them (which is in fact an introduction to both Qūnawi’s and his expanded discussion of them), we can begin to lay the groundwork for a synopsis of his worldview. In what follows, in order to facilitate the understanding of Molla Fanārī’s ideas in the West and for secular readers, I will look at those ideas through the lenses of six western philosophical categories: epistemology, ontology, anthropology, psychology, teleology, and methodology.

Concerning epistemology, whatever one regards as valid sources of knowledge will govern the remaining aspects of one’s worldview. Consequently, we must ask “What are the implications of the foregoing commentary for Molla Fanārī’s ideas about the basis of valid knowledge?” On the one hand, this commentary on Qūnawi’s questions (that I have mentioned above) does not explicitly inform us that Molla Fanārī believed that valid knowledge should be based on Divine Revelation, hadith of the Prophet, statements of the saints (awliya’), transmissions of such knowledge, and use of the intellect to develop them (al-‘ulūm al-naqliya wa-‘aqliya). On the other hand, these beliefs underlie his work and are implicit in the Miṣbāḥ al-Uns and in his works in general. Hence, as we would expect, throughout the Miṣbāḥ al-Uns Molla Fanārī quotes numerous Qur’ānic verses and hadith. Among the most frequently occurring Qur’ānic verses in the Miṣbāḥ al-Uns are the following: “God is the light of the heavens and the earth” (Nūr, 24:35); “Those who give their allegiance to you give their allegiance to God; God’s hand is above their hands” (Fath, 48:10); “Nay, they are in the garb of a new creation” (Qāf, 50:15); “Each day He is in a different condition” (Rahmān, 55:29); “You will not find a substitute for God’s way (sunna)” (Fath, 48:23); “You did not throw when you threw; rather, God threw” (Anfāl, 8:17); “He is with you wherever you are” (Hadid, 57:4). In addition to the hadith of self-knowledge and ma’rifā

---


23 Among the most frequently occurring Qur’ānic verses in the Miṣbāḥ al-Uns are the following: “God is the light of the heavens and the earth” (Nūr, 24:35); “Those who give their allegiance to you give their allegiance to God; God’s hand is above their hands” (Fath, 48:10); “Nay, they are in the garb of a new creation” (Qāf, 50:15); “Each day He is in a different condition” (Rahmān, 55:29); “You will not find a substitute for God’s way (sunna)” (Fath, 48:23); “You did not throw when you threw; rather, God threw” (Anfāl, 8:17); “He is with you wherever you are” (Hadid, 57:4). In addition to the hadith of self-knowledge and ma’rifā
knowledge, what he refers to directly in his commentary is that *maʿrifah* (direct knowledge of God) should also be a valid source of knowledge for the Perfect Man. In his commentary on the first question, when he states “He knows (*yaʿrif*) the reality of his self in order to know his Lord-Sustainer (*rabb*)” he is alluding to the report: *Man ʿarafa nafsahu faqad ʿarafa rabbahu* (Whoever knows his self, knows his Lord-Sustainer). Concerning this, al-ʿAjlūnī (d. 1162/1748-9), a prominent hadith scholar, stated that Ibn ʿArabi was reported to have said, “Although this hadith has not been authenticated by means of a chain of transmission, for us it has been authenticated by means of ‘direct unveiling’ (*kashf*).” Clearly, Molla Fanārī, like Ibn ʿArabi, accepted that direct knowledge of God through means such as *maʿrifah* and *kashf* was not only possible but was an important source of valid knowledge for the Perfect Man.

Ontology (in which I include the categories of theology and cosmology) involves inquiry into whatever we believe about reality. Molla Fanārī states clearly in the fourth question that God is Ultimate Reality and Ultimate Being. Often, he calls God “al-Ḥaqq” (the Real). For example, we see in his commentary on the fourth question (how man become existent), that what is meant by man’s coming into existence can be understood as “the process of how his existence (*wjūd*) occurred, from the perspective that he issues from the Real, while the Real is what brings him into existence.” Theologically, Molla Fanārī address God as the *rabb* (Lord Sustainer) in the first question. In addition, there we see, in the second question, that God has knowledge.

Cosmologically, in question four, we find mention of a level of reality called *wjūd* (implying here non-existence as well). In discussing Qūnawi’s first question, Molla Fanārī speaks of an unmanifest level of reality (*ghayb*), implying also the manifest level (*shabada*), as well as absolute reality. Also in the second question he speaks of planes of reality (*hadārat*), implying the well known five

---

planes of reality of the school of Ibn ʿArabī and among other Sufis, although he addresses them directly elsewhere in *the Miṣbaḥ al-UNS*. In the third question, Molla Fanārī notes a suprasensory level of reality, implying also the presence of the sensory level. Finally, the entire cosmos is a theophany (*tajallī*) from God, the Lord-sustainer, a point which Molla Fanārī notes in Question 2, where he also notes that the cosmos consists of entities (*ʿayn*), which come about through the process of entification (*taʿāyyana*), which he alludes to in Question 2 and refers to in question 4, when he speaks about the process by which we come into existence.

Anthropology or philosophical anthropology concerns beliefs about our identity as humans and beliefs concerning human nature. We see that Molla Fanārī informs us about such beliefs in the first question, considering man to be an entity (*ʿayn*) in God’s knowledge. Also in the first question, he implies that we are a mirror of God in the microcosm (as was noted also by Prof. Aşkar), since by knowing ourselves, we can know God. Elsewhere in the *Miṣbaḥ al-UNS*, in this regard, he refers to the hadith, “God created Adam in His image.”25 This is our true nature, which elsewhere he refers to as the *fitra* (primordial nature), referring to the hadith: “Everyone is born in accordance with the primordial nature.”26

In utilizing psychology as a category of inquiry, I will only touch on the psychological perspective that investigates beliefs about one’s own faculties of consciousness. Molla Fanārī, in the first question, briefly addressed the faculty of consciousness that is our *nafs* (self), implying that the Perfect Man knows his self to such a degree that he comes to know God. In various places in the *Miṣbaḥ al-UNS*, Molla Fanārī mentions the heart (which for the Perfect Man becomes purified) as the place of realization, stating “That when the heart of the one who receives theophanies is purified of all attachments … the sun of the Essence illuminates the mirror of the truth of the heart.”27

Teleology involves inquiry into people’s views about the purpose of life. Molla Fanārī remarks about the purpose of life and existence in the sixth question, speaking of its benefit and the wisdom therein. Elsewhere in the
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27 Molla Fanārī, ibid., 613-14.
Miṣbāḥ al-Uns, he quotes the Qur’anic verse, “I (God) only created non-material beings and humans in order for them to worship Me.” The implication is that by realizing one’s true nature as the perfect man, one fulfills the purpose of life and shares in the ultimate purpose of existence. Molla Fanārī in the Miṣbāḥ al-Uns discusses this in a number of places in relation to the hadith qudsi, where God states: “I was a hidden treasure and loved to be known, so I created creation in order to be known.”

Methodology: Of course many of the methods of fulfilling the purpose of life, like with epistemology, are to a large degree implicit and unaddressed in the Miṣbāḥ al-Uns. Molla Fanārī, no doubt, especially if we recall his position as the first Ottoman shaykh ul-islām, must have understood that following the shari’a (Islamic law) and the sunna are essential as a basis for the method of fulfilling life’s purpose. Nevertheless, Molla Fanārī went beyond these and instead asserted that one fulfills the purpose of life by gaining self knowledge in order to gain knowledge of God.

In conclusion, it has long been my impression that, especially in the West, the field of Ottoman history has long been seriously distorted because it has been dominated by political historians, by social historians (influenced to some degree by Marxist theory) focusing on economic issues, and by the mistaken assumption that Islam and religious scholars played an important role in both hampering the development of Ottoman civilization as well as in its ultimate defeat. Nevertheless, at this point in the beginning of the 21st century, now that in Turkey the paradigm that Islam is inimical and detrimental to social and political progress is beginning to be overcome, I am hopeful that increased scholarship of Ottoman intellectual life will bring to life giants of scholarship such as Molla Fanārī, in particular, and Ottoman intellectuals in general. In this paper, using Molla Fanārī as an example, I suggested that the bias (especially in the West) against the genre of commentary writing, which was a major activity of Ottoman intellectuals, should be overturned. Furthermore, because of the importance of the concept of the Perfect Man to Ottoman intellectual life, one of the unfortunate consequences of the marginalizing of Ottoman intellectual life from the center of contemporary scholarly research was limiting access to people in general and the Turkish people, in particular, to the richness of the

concept of the Perfect Man. In my paper, by highlighting Molla Fanārī’s discussion of the Perfect Man in his Miṣbāḥ al-Um, I am hopeful that today’s scholars will use this as a stepping-stone for further research into the Ottoman intellectuals understanding of the Perfect Man and Ottoman intellectual history in general. Finally, I would like to say that even though Molla Fanārī’s discussion of the concept of the Perfect Man requires in depth scholarly training to understand, it does have important implications even to non-scholars –implications that traditionally were communicated to ordinary people by Sufis and poets. One of these implications of the concept of the Perfect Man is the idea that—even if we are not aware of it—each of us, at our core (fitra), is the Perfect Man, who is continually conscious of the fact that he or she is unconditionally sustained by God, who is the rabb al-‘ālamīn (the Sustainer of all worlds). Even for those of us who in our daily lives are unconscious of God’s constant sustenance, this idea (even as a suggestion or hypothesis) –that God might be constantly sustaining us—can produce a human response of gratitude. Such gratitude, as research psychologists are now demonstrating, can in turn become both a strong antidote to the widespread suffering, hatred, and addictions present in the modern age as well as a powerful force transforming individuals and societies. So as as Allāh (subḥāna ve-ṭaʿālā) says in the Qur’ān, “fa-dhkurūnī adhkurkum, wa-shkurū lī wa-lā takfurūn” “Remember Me, and I will remember you; Be thankful, and do not be ungrateful.”

So, in closing, I wish to thank you for inviting me to Bursa to give this presentation. I am most grateful to the city and people of Bursa, to Uludağ University and Bursa Metropolitan Municipality for sponsoring this conference on Molla Fanārī and for leading the way to what I hope will become a revival of research into Ottoman intellectual life. Wа’l-ḥamdу lillāhī rabb il-‘ālāmin.
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